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This study showed two contrasting categories of frames emerged in examining 
online youth-generated news content. In some cases, youth were portrayed as 
participants in a cooperative process with adults to engage in community-building 
and social discourse. In other instances, youth are represented as stakeholders in the 
conflict between their generation and the adult-run establishment.  Additionally, the 
three sites both conformed to and differed from the established norms of mainstream 
journalism to varying degrees.

Purpose: Determine frameworks that emerge in youth-generated news as possible 
criteria for future frame analyses or content analyses 

Interests: 
1.Compare three youth-generated news Web sites - one scholastic and two 
independent of an academic setting - to see how stories 
were framed and compare differences and similarities 
among these three sites
2. How does content compare to news values?
3. How does content contribute to a general civic 
dialogue?

Three Web sites - • Pearl World Youth News, WireTap, and Denebola 
Tankards 11 framing mechanisms and eight established news values: impact, • 
timeliness, prominence, proximity, bizarreness, conflict, currency, and human 
interest
Qualitative framing analyis of content on the selected sites • 
All articles posted September 2007 through November 2007 examined with a few • 
exceptions (i.e. editorials, editorial cartoons, book reviews, announcements, and 
articles written as part of an ongoing column)
Youth were defined as individuals between 13 and 28 years of age.• 

On one hand, youth are seen as participants, contributors, and partners in civic • 
life. On the other hand, youth are seen as stakeholders, and in some cases, striving 
against the establishment in the civic process. 

The three sites varied with respect to resemblance to mainstream journalism and • 
use of passionate or youth-oriented language. 
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Least amount of content - four articles in • 
target time frame

“Youth as Social Influencers” - Youth • 
presented as informed on social, cultural, 
and political events. Youth also presented as 
having direct involvement with social change 
or influence

“Youth and adults as partners” - Youth • 
portrayed in all articles as acting and thinking 
in a way that is complementary, rather than 
antagonistic, to adults

Strong impact and human interest news values• 

Both youth and adult sources quoted to offer • 
unique context/perspective as well as offical 
information

29 stories found in target time frame• 

Frame 1 - “Youth vs. the Establishment” - • 
Most prominent frame identified on the site. 
Youth presented as engaged in a struggle 
against the adult-run establishment to have 
their collective voice heard. Overall tone of 
stories was conflict, resistance, and active 
youth engagement to for social change.

Frame 2 - “Youth as Social Innovators” - • 
Youth portrayed as being on the forefront of 
progressive ideas and technology. This was 
evidenced by content as well as multimedia 
format.

Quotes, statistics, numerical figures and • 
sidebars used to support central perspective of 
writer

Greatest amount of content - 106 stories in • 
target time frame

Frame 1 - “Youth as Stakeholders” - Stories • 
portrayed youth as having a vested interest 
in what was happening at school and in the 
community. This involved focusing both on 
individual youth and youth collectively as part 
of the community.

Frame 2 - “Youth as Active Participants” - • 
Youth portrayed in academic, social, civic, and 
political contexts as being directly involved in 
the issues and events relevant to them and the 
comunity

Wide range of sources, including youth in and • 
outside school, teachers, parents, officials and 
experts. Quotes used to present all sides of an 
issue

Identify terms corresponding to frames that can serve as more discrete variables for • 
frame or content analyses

Survey or in-depth interviews with youth journalists to • 
understand how they perceive their role in contributing 

  to the social dialogue

Content analysis to determine how various youth news • 
Web sites make use of mulimedia capabilities
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